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摘要 
這 篇 論 文 提 出 一 個 單 階 段 投 資 目 標 追 蹤 問 題 。 它 的 目 的 是 使 實 際 收 益 
小 于 目 標 收 益 的 風 險 最 小 。 特 別 地 ， 我 們 提 出 兩 個 投 資 組 合 選 擇 模 型 。 模 
型 所 採 用 的 下 半 風 險 測 度 （ 指 實 際 收 益 小 於 目 標 收 益 ） 分 別 是 實 際 收 益 與 
目標收益之間的下半差值的期望和方差。如果我們只有期望和方差信息， 
那 麽 我 們 的 模 型 正 是 在 分 佈 不 確 定 的 意 義 下 的 魯 棒 優 化 模 型 。 此 類 魯 棒 優 
化 問 題 一 般 都 用 其 目 標 函 數 值 的 確 定 上 界 去 度 量 因 分 佈 不 確 定 而 帶 來 的 風 
險 。 這 篇 論 文 對 每 個 模 型 都 提 出 了 若 干 個 與 分 佈 無 關 的 上 界 ， 並 且 給 出 了 
相 應 的 投 資 組 合 模 型 。 我 們 應 用 對 偶 理 論 和 半 正 定 規 劃 的 方 法 和 理 論 ， 以 








This thesis proposes a single-stage target return tracking problem, whose objective 
is to minimize the downside risk between the real return and the target return. In 
particular, two portfolio selection models are formulated, the downside risk measure-
ments of which are the below-target mean and the below-target variance respectively. 
Given that there is no more information than the first two moments, they are nothing 
but the robust optimization models with distributional uncertainties. The basic idea 
for such robust optimization model is to estimate the uncertain risk by its determin-
istic upper bound. This thesis provides several distribution-free upper bounds for 
either models and also presents the corresponding portfolios. Moreover, one of these 
methods can numerically obtain the tight upper bound, thanks to the duality theory 
and the tractability of the semi-definite programming (SDP) problems. It is discov-
ered that the dual problem of the robust counterpart for either model is a solvable 
SDP problem, which can yield a natural and tight upper bound for the risk. Besides, 
for each model, the worst-case and best-case risk of a given portfolio can be obtained 
by solving two SDP problems. Hence, for each portfolio, its tight confidence interval 
i 
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can be computed. In addition, some evaluation criteria are developed to compare 
different portfolios. 
Keywords: portfolio selection, downside risk, confidence interval, robust coun-
terpart, second order cone, semi-definite programming, duality. 
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In 1952, Markowitz presented the mean-variance model in his seminal paper "Port-
folio Selection" [10]. This manifests the birth of modern portfolio selection theory. 
Markowitz's model aims at minimizing the variance under the constraint of the mean 
of the return rate. The variance is the measure for the risk and the mean is the 
measure for the reward, and the objective is to balance the two. However, this theory 
is not very motivating for practitioners, because it regards the loss and the gain by 
the same weight. In practice, investors prefer profits and are averse to the losses, 
but not the gains. In 1959, Markowitz suggested another measure named "semivari-
ance"[ll]. This was the first time that only the downside risk had been included in a 
portfolio selection model, which is consistent with investors' perception of risk. Since 
then, different types of downside risk measures and investment problems have been 
introduced in the literature. 
In this thesis, the single-stage models are considered, which are derived from 
the Markowitz models. However, the downside risk measure herein is the mean or 
the variance of the below-target return dispersion, named as semi-mean or semi-
variance respectively. Both downside risk models convey the idea that investors never 
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regard the up-target return dispersion as risk, but only hope the below-target return 
dispersion to be as small as possible. Although there are some standard assumptions 
on the distribution of the return rates of the financial assets, such as the normal 
or the lognormal distributions, such distributional assumptions may be difficult to 
justify in practice. Therefore, in order to validate our analysis, no assumption on the 
distribution, but only the information on its moments is assumed. In a sense, our 
models are robust optimization models with distributional uncertainties. 
For such robust problems, empirical methods using historical data are easy to 
implement, under the i.i.d. assumption on the daily return rates. Another typical 
strategy for such kind of robust problem is to estimate an upper bound for the uncer-
tain risk. Illuminated by the new results of Bertismas and Popescu in [3], the duality 
theory can be applied in both models. Under Slater's condition, the dual solution 
for either robust model provides a tight upper bound. For the semi-mean model, its 
dual problem is a semi-definite programming (SDP) problem, which is numerically 
solvable. For the semi-variance model, its dual constraints are quadratic matrix in-
equalities and hence hard to solve. However, if the semi-variance model is regarded 
as a parametric SDP problem, then a relaxed upper bound can still be computed. In 
all cases, distribution-free upper bounds can be obtained. Furthermore, the duality 
theory and numerical methods for SDP can be applied in the evaluation of a given 
portfolio. In general, the worth of a portfolio for a robust problem is evaluated by 
its risk interval. This thesis uses the best-case risk and worst-case risk to form a 
risk interval for both models. Herein, the dual forms of the bounds can be solved by 
SDP, which are equal to their primal optimal values under Slater's condition. Thus, 
different portfolios can be compared using their respective risk interval, which are 
3 
computed by SDP. 
Finally, the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on 
the models. Chapter 3 introduces the semi-mean model, and presents three viable 
methods. The same chapter also introduces the portfolio evaluation criteria and com-
pares the worth of different methods by numerical results. Chapter 4 introduces the 
semi-variance model, and uses the same evaluation criteria to compare two methods 




This chapter briefly reviews the literature on the chosen models. 
In 1952, Markowitz [10] introduced a new model, which measures the risk and 
the return of a portfolio quantitatively. In his model, Markowitz used the mean 
and the covariance of the returns to derive what is known as the efficient frontier of 
the investment problem. That paper is considered as the beginning of the modern 
portfolio theory. In fact, three months later, Roy [15] stated that an investor would 
prefer safety of the principal first and would set some minimum acceptable return 
that conserves the principal. He also provided one very useful tool, i.e., the reward to 
variability ratio computed using a disaster level return. However, because he finished 
his paper after Markowitz and had not realized that this ratio could be used to identify 
the mean-variance efficient sets, his results was less well-known. In 1959, Markowitz 
recognized the importance of Roy's concept. He believed that a downside risk measure 
would help investors make proper decisions when faced with not normal security 
return distributions. In his seminal book [11], Markowitz provided two substitutional 
measures: below-mean semivariance and below-target semi variance. In particular, 
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the below-mean semivariance is defined as 
1 K 
SVm = — /i — J^r)?， 
T=1 
and the below-tar get semivariance is defined as 
1 K 
SVt = — J2[Max{0, t — RT)Y. 
T=1 
where RT is the asset return during time period T, K is the number of observations, 
fji is the expected mean rate of the asset's return and t is the target rate of return. 
The max function, Max, indicates the choice of the larger of the two values. 
In 1970, through empirical studies Mao [9] found that people become aggressive 
in investment when the return was above the target, but were conservative when the 
return is below the target. In 1975, Scott, William, and Bird [12] confirmed this 
fact. Since then, the concept of downside risk has been widely used in constructing 
investment models. In 1975, Bawa [1] extended the downside risk measure to a more 
general case, i.e., lower partial moment (LPM). 
1 K 
LPM [a, t) = — Y^[Max{0, t — 
r二 1 
where K is the number of observations; a is the degree of the lower partial moment; 
RT is the asset return during time period T; t is the target rate of return. The 
cases a : 1 and a 二 2 axe called as the semi-mean and the semi-variance function 
respectively, which are often used in the portfolio selection models. 
Due to the special form of the semi-mean measurement, it is naturally connected 
with options. Hence, it is worthwhile reviewing the results related to the bounds on 
options. Explicit forms for option prices are rare to obtain. Therefore, many powerful 
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estimations on the option prices have been made. Perrakis and Ryan [14] and Perrakis 
13] developed bounds on option in discrete time. Although these results are quite 
general, they assume that the whole distribution of the return of the underlying asset 
is known. 
As this assumption may in general not be valid, many people try to avoid and try 
to come up with bounds that are distribution free and are based on the information 
about the moments of the return. Lo [8] derived the closed-form bounds on the price 
of a European call option, under the condition that the mean and the variance of 
the underlying stock return are known. Grundy [6] extended Lo's work to the case 
where the first until the ^ th moments of the stock return are known. Boyle and Lin 
5] used semidefinite optimization to find an upper bound for the option on a number 
of assets, given the means, and covariance matrix of these assets, which led to an 
unexpected connection between option pricing and semidefinite optimization. The 
above results are very helpful for handling downside risks. However, they were not 
directly applicable. 
A shortcoming for above methods is that the upper bound can not be attained. 
Of course, people prefer tight upper bound. In 1998, Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [2 
incorporated the concept of robust counterpart into the convex optimization problem 
for which the data is not specified exactly and it is only known to belong to a given 
uncertain set. This is quite different from the traditional methods (such as sensi-
tivity analysis and stochastic programming) to treat uncertainty. They clarified the 
robust counterpart is the tight upper bound of the original uncertain problem and 
demonstrated in what cases the robust counterpart is tractable numerically. 
7 
Duality theory is another very effective scheme for obtaining the bounds on option 
prices. Such duality results were obtained by Isii [7] for the multivariate case. Smith 
16] derived these duality results again and proposed their new interesting applications 
in decision analysis, dynamic programming, statistics and finance. Bertismas and 
Popescu [3] extended Smith's result. In light of robust counterpart theory, they 
derived natural bounds, known as the generalized Chebyshev bounds. They regarded 
the distribution as the uncertain random variable and the moments as the constraints, 
which is in line with the modern robust optimization idea. Then, in the spirit of linear 
programming, they obtained the dual form of such kind of optimization problem, 
which yields the tight deterministic upper and lower bounds for the option prices. 
Moreover, they pointed out what kind of problems are solvable, what kind of problems 
are NP-hard and what kind of problems are solvable after semidefinite relaxation. 
The explicit connections between option pricing and S D P programming have a 
great effect in robust portfolio selection problems. In 2003, Ghaoui and 〇ks [19 
discussed the Value-at-Risk model 
miny(cj) subject io u eW 
where W is the set of admissible portfolio allocation vectors, and 
V{IJO) = min7 subject to Prob{7 < -r(uj,x)] < e 
where uo is the given portfolio, x is the return rate vector, e G (0，1] is given (say, 
e ~ 2%). V{u) is the minimal level 7 such that the probability that the portfolio 
loss —r{uj,x) exceeds 7 is below £, Instead of using the Chebyshev bound to provide 
an untight upper bound of the probability, they focus on the worst case V A R with 
respect to the set of probability distribution set P, which can be transformed into a 
8 
semi-definite programming problem by the dual method developed by Bertismas and 
Popescu [4 . 
In this thesis, we shall extend the generalized Chebyshev bounds to the semi-mean 
and semi-variance models. 
Chapter 3 
The semi-mean target tracking 
model 
This chapter introduces the single-stage target tracking model, the risk of which is 
measured by the semi-mean. Here, short-selling is allowed, and we only assume to 
know the moments information of these assets returns. Since the actual distributions 
of the return rates are uncertain, we are essentially dealing with a robust optimization 
model. In particular, we may use the upper bound of the uncertain model as the worst 
case performance measure. Solutions of such model can provide estimations of the 
risk of the original uncertain model. In fact, in this chapter, three different estimation 
methods will be analyzed and compared. 
3.1 Introduction 
This section defines the random variables, describes the semi-mean risk and constructs 
the corresponding portfolio selection model to track a certain target. A single period 




R> 0 ： the target return rate; 
Sj : the jth asset, j = 1 , n ; 
Sj : the return rate of the jth financial asset, j 二 1，•"，n; 
Xj : the proportion of the initial wealth invested in the jth assets Sj, j = 1, ...,n; 
工• (^ 1，. . •，^n). 
Consider portfolio x G R^: the slack variable is defined as follows. 
Definition 3.1.1. The slack random variable of the rate of return on portfolio x with 
respect to the target return rate is defined as 
ri{x,e) :=R- x^e. (3.1.1) 
To measure the risk, either the downside mean of the portfolio with respect 
to the target, namely, Erj(oc,s)+, or any higher moments of the downside, namely, 
E{r]{x, 爪,m 二 1,..., can be used, where we define 
X, if X > 0 < 
I 0, else. 
The remainder of this chapter discusses the case in which the downside mean is 
regarded as the risk measure. This kind of risk accords with the usual preference 
for up-target return, and aversion to below-target return. If the latter happens, we 
hope that the dispersion between the actual and the target return rate is as small as 
possible, which is defined as the risk in the present problem. 
11 
Portfolio selection model (P) is formulated as 
(P) min E(R - x'^e)^ 
X 
rj-} 
S •T • X 6 — 1 ， 
where e stands for the vector of all-ones with an appropriate dimension. 
3.2 The robust optimization problem 
This section explains why this semi-mean model leads to a robust optimization prob-
lem. 
Definition 3.2.1. The index set J爪 is defined as a subset of indices 
J,^  C {/c = (ki, ••• , knf \ + e Z^J = 1,"' , n}. 
This notation provides a convenient shorthand. For example, in this thesis, cr^  = 
Definition 3.2.2. A sequence a = (dk, k e Jm) is a feasible (n, m, Q)-moment vector 
(or sequence), if there is a random vector e = (^ i, • • • defined on Q C R"" that 
is endowed with a Borel a-algebra of events, moments of which are given by a: that 
is Gk 二 ctaji’…，=丑[sf • • G Jm- Any such random variable e that has a 
厅-feasible distribution is denoted as e ~ a. 
Obviously, different probability distributions can have the same 厅-feasible vector. 
Assumption 3.2.1. The feasible -moment vector a = {pk, k G Jm) of the 
vector of return rates e is given, where cr^  = cfki•’，kn = ...己t]，V於 ^ Jm,rn> 2 . 
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Remark 3.2.1. In practice, the moment information of multiple assets can be esti-
mated from the historical data. However, the actual distribution of the multivariate 
return rate vector x is often a matter of assumptions. 
Remark 3.2.2. The distribution set D = {n \ • • = Jfci,…，fcn = cTfc,•於 ^ 
Jm} is not empty, and the element may not be unique. For example, for the normal 
distribution N{1,1) and the exponential distribution with parameter 1, the mean and 
variance of both are 1. 
Before explaining why (P) leads to a robust problem, let us introduce the notion 
of robust optimization first. The interested reader is also referred to BenTal and 
Nemirovski [2 . 
Definition 3.2.3. (Q) is called robust optimization problem with uncertainty set D, 
(Q) = (QcW (3-2-1) 
where D is the uncertain set, and 
(Qc) min f{xX) (3-2.2) 
xeR^ 
s.t. F{xX) G K C FT 
( e R"^ is the data element of the problem, x e R"" is the decision vector, the 
dimensions n, m, the mappings /(.,.), F(.，.) and the convex cone K are structural 
elements of the problem. 
Under Assumption 3.2.1, Problem (P) has corresponding elements according to 
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Definition 3.2.3. 
F{xX) = e^x - 1, 
K = 0, 
CeD = {tt I .. =�’…,kn = e Jm}. 
Therefore, problem (P) is a robust optimization problem with the distribution un-
certainty set D. If E7](X,S)+ can be written as an explicit function of x, then the 
objective is reduced to an ordinary optimization model, for which many theoretical 
and/or numerical methods are available. However, in our case, Erj(x,£)+ cannot sim-
ply be expressed by linear combinations of s's moments. That is, as the distribution 
of e is uncertain, Erj(3o,6)+ cannot be explicitly expressed. This thesis uses a deter-
ministic upper bound for Er]{x,£)^ instead, which is a standard robust optimization 
approach. 
Given a portfolio x, E{rj{x,e))+ is still uncertain due to the unknown distribution 
of Suppose that F[x) and G[x) are deterministic lower and upper bounds, such 
that 
min F⑷ S P = min E(r](x,s))+ < min G(x). (3.2.3) 
{x I x^e^l} {x I x^e=l} {x | x^e=l} 
Then, the values min^^ ! F{x) and 丨 G{x) can be used as the 
lower and upper bounds for the problem (P). This also helps us to select portfolios. 
Both lower and upper sides will correspond to portfolios respectively. Which side, 
then, should be focused on, min^^ ! ^ t^^二i) F{x) or min^^ | G{x)? If the exact 
risk of the distributional uncertainty is not known, then the upper bound corresponds 
to the worst possible risk to bear, and so the problem min^^ ! G'(x) is a sensible 
14 
problem to solve. Investors can estimate the worst risk by its optimal value and select 
portfolio by its optimal solution. Therefore, the portfolio selection set is 
X = {x = arg min G{y) | G{y) > E{r]{y, £))+, Vy, £ :y'^e = l and e �厅}. 
{y I y'^ e=i} 
3.3 Portfolio selection methods 
To select a portfolio from X, the function G{x) must be determined beforehand, with 
the property that G{x) > G BJ" such that x^e = 1. The optimal 
solution of min^x \ x^e=i} G{x) is the corresponding portfolio. This section selects 
three different portfolios from set X. 
Before introducing these methods, let us consider several definitions. 
Definition 3.3.1. The standard form for semi-definite programming (SDP) 
problem is 
min (C, V) (3.3.1) 
s.t. {Ai, V) = hi, /o“二 1,…，m, 
V>0, 
where V e is the decision variable, C and Ai are n x n symmetric matrices, 
hi e iT^ is a vector, i = 1，...，m，and {U,V) := E^j ^ij^ij denotes the matrix 
inner-product. 
Definition 3.3.2. The standard form for second-order cone programming ( S O C P ) 
problem is 
min f^v (3.3.2) 
s.t. II AiV + bi ||< cjv + di, i = 1," ' ,m, 
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where v e R^ is the decision variable, and the problem parameters are / G R^, Ai G 
丑(ni-i)xn，e i^ n广 1, q G R", di G R, i = 1,... ,171. The norm appearing in the 
constraints is the standard Euclidean norm, i.e., || u ||= 
Comments: S D P and S O C P are prevailing and numerically solvable conic pro-
gramming problems. Many solvers have been developed for them. This thesis uses 
SeDuMi [17] to solve S D P and SOCP, the solutions by which are stable. Here the 
stability means the numerical solution is quite close to the true solution, which can 
be verified by the duality gap between the primal and dual problems. 
3.3.1 Jensen's inequality approach 
Though Assumption 3.2.1 can provide substantive information about the moments of 
£，Er]{x,£)j^  cannot simply be expressed by a combination of moments. If we can ex-
change the order of expectation and function operator, then the moment information 
can be nicely used. That is what Jensen's inequality can do. In fact, Jensen's in-
equality is well-known as it provides an upper bound/lower bound for concave/convex 
functions respectively. The detailed analysis about this method will be discussed in 
this subsection. 
Let Es denote the mathematical expectation of the random variable vector £. 
Define 
Mj ：二 Esj, j = I" • ,n. 
In other words, jij denotes the expected rate of return of the jth risky asset. De-
note jji ：二（A^i，…，as the n-dimensional vector of the expected return rates of 
16 
the assets, and denote a as the covariance matrix of the n assets, which is positive 
semidefinite. 
Although more than second order moment information may be known, the moment 
information until second order is sufficient for this method. 
Theorem 3.3.1. 




E(r]{x, £：))+ == E 
The last inequality follows from the fact that f{x) = is a concave function. 
According to Jensen's inequality, Ef{x) < f{E{x)), for any probability distribution 
on X. 口 
Remark 3.3.1. The objective function {r]{x,e))+ is similar to the call option price. 
Option pricing is a central issue in finance. Lo [8] derived a distribution-free upper 
bound on a single asset. The bound is very similar to the result of Theorem 3.3.1. 
According to Theorem 3.3.1, the upper bound optimization problem can be writ-
ten as, 
(Gl) min 2GlOr) 二 y/x^ax + (x^ /i -Rf^-R- x^fi (3.3.3) 
s.t. x^e = 1 
17 
where for the convenience of computation, twice G\{x) is used in the objective. 
(Gl) is a convex optimization problem and can be solved by using the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition when a > 0. The result is the following. 
Theorem 3.3.2. We have: 
(a). (Gl) is a convex programming problem; 
(b). If the covariance matrix a > 0, then the optimal value of (Gl) is 
, ( 丑 一 9 + [ ( 丑 — 警 ) ] 心 、 
^ = r T T： ^ ! , (3.3.4) 
C 
where a 二 b = fi^a'^e] c = 
It has the unique optimal solution 
* * —1 , 1 - -1 
X = V a ji H (J e. 
c 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
3.3.2 The robust optimization approach 
This section introduces a natural method to derive an upper bound function for 
First, from the robust optimization point of view, let us consider 
min{sup fix, C) ： F{x, () e K e D} (3.3.5) 
^ CeD 
which is called the robust counterpart, (RC), of (Q) in Definition 3.2.3. Apparently, 
here sup^^^, f{x, C) is a natural and tight upper bound for f{x, C), Vx G {x | F{x, C) ^  
18 
K, VC G D}. This section uses this fact to yield an upper bound function for 
Under Assumption 3.2.1, the tight upper bound function in x is as follows. 
UP{x) = sup — x'^e)^ 
TT 
S.t. . =〜i,...’fcn = cTfc, VA；! + • • • + /c^  < m 
POO 
/ 7r{6)de = 1 
J —oo 
7T{e) > 0. 
UP{x) involves the plus function in its objective, which is not easy to deal with. 
Smith [16], Bertismas and Popescu [3] introduced a duality approach to solve this 
problem. Their main idea is highlighted in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.3. Considering the following optimization problem 
poo 
(P) sup 二 / (p{e)7r{s)de 
TT J —CO 
poo 
s.t. 丑ttLA⑷]=/ /i⑷TT⑷ofe = qi,i = l,... ,m 
J —oo 
POO 
/ TT ⑷ cfe = 1 
J —oo 
TT � > 0 . 
The above problem has a dual, in the following form 
n 




S.t, yo ^^Vifiis) > H^), ye G iT. 
i=l 
If Slater,s condition holds, i.e., the moments vector a is the interior of the set 
B = {E[f{£)] \ £ is a multivariate distribution, f{e) = {fi{s), • ‘ ‘ ’ /m�）}， 
19 
then the strong duality holds, i.e., the optimal values of the primal and the dual prob-
lems are equal. Moreover the supremum and infimum in (P) and {D) are attainable. 
Proof. See [16] and [3]. • 
Lemma 3.3.4. Let a e R, b e C G R戲.Then, 
/ r 1 / \ 
1 a b^ ( 1 \ 
> 0, G IT 
,X b C X 
\ / L � \ / 




From L e m m a 3.3.4, for a special case of Theorem 3.3.3, we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.3.5. If fi(£), i 二 1,.,. ,n, and are all linear or quadratic func-
tions in e, then the constraints of the dual problem (D) can be converted into linear 
matrix inequalities (LMI). Therefore, the dual problem is a semi-definite programming 
(SDP) problem. 
Remark 3.3.2. Although Assumption 3.2.1 can provide more moment information, 
only the mean and covariance matrix are used in this method to transform the object 
into a numerically solvable problem. 
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Under Remark 3.3.2, the upper bound function of E{r]{x,e))^ is now 
UP{x) =sup 
TT 
s.t. E^[£i\ = fli, i = 1,... ,n 
E^[6i€j] = Gij + iJLifij, 1 S i y 二 n 
POO 
/ 7T{s)d£ = 1 
J —oo 
7r{e) > 0. 
The dual of UP{x) is 
n 
inf 2/0 + y ^ fMyi + y ] {(^ij + 
憾 Z ^ l<^<n 
n 
S.t. yo -i-^Siyi + ^ CiSjZij > 0 , V e G IT 
i=l l<i<j<n 
n 
+ ^^iVi + SiSj�#工，Ve 6 iT , 
i=l l<i<ji<n 
where there are 1 + n + ^^^^ variables, being z = 0, • • • , n, and l<i<j< n. 
As L e m m a 3.3.4 shows the above is equivalent to the following SDP problem 
n 
UD{x) 二 inf yo + y ] IMVi + (^u + 
1=1 l<i<j<n 
训 > 0 
• • 
扭 z 
_ 2 A _ 
where Z is a symmetric matrix, whose diagonal elements are za, z = 1, • • • , n; when 
i + j the elements in {ij) and (j, i) are x = (xi,.. • ,Xn)', y = (yi,...，Since 
二 Z；的站if" + T J U 如,here the nondiagonal elements are 等， 
not Zij. 
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Proposition 3.3.6. For the feasible moments set 
H = {(/i, a) I 3 random vector e with distribution tt : /i = E^^e, a —丑— Ee){£ — EeY}, 
we have 
三二 I T X S I , 
where 5!f is the n-dimensional positive semi-definite matrices set. And 
intE = R+x 
Proof. It is obvious that E C R^ x 5!f. 
O n the other hand, for any (仏 a) e R^ x a multivariate normal distribution 
random variable can be found, whose density function is 
f{x) = f{xu ••.,：!：”）= {det{27ra))-'/^exp ^{x - - /i). 
Its mean and covariance matrix are fi and a. Therefore, K^ x S^ C E. • 
Assumption 3.3.7. (jn,a)，the moment vector given in Assumption 3.2.1 satisfies 
Slater's condition, i.e., (/i,cr) e int E = R"" x In a word, we assume a � 0 . 
Corollary 3.3.8. Suppose a > 0. Then UP{x) = UD{x) holds for Vx G R^ such 
that x^e = 1, and the supremum and infimum in UP{x) and UD(x) are attainable. 
Using Corollary 3.3.8, this section focuses on solving the following problem 
min UD{x) � 
X 
rji 
S•t• OC G — 1， 
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which is equivalent to 
n 
{U) min + Y ] (^ i^j + 
i=l l<i<j<n 
_ yT _ 
s.t. 训 Y >0 Z _一 
• • 
Y > 0 
宇 z • • 
rjn 
e 二 1. 
The above problem (U) is an SDP problem and can be solved by SDP solvers, e.g., 
SeDuMi of Jos Sturm. 
3.3.3 Empirical method 
This section introduces an empirical model derived from (P). This method is fast and 
easy to implement. 
First, let us note a useful and famous result. 
Lemma 3.3.9. (Strong Law of Large Numbers) Let Xi,X2, ,XM be indepen-
dent and identical distributed random variables with finite mean d. Then, 
1 m 
一 y ^ Xk d with probability 1 as m oo. 
Denote Sik as the return rate of the i-th asset on the k-th day and €k = (£ik, • • • , ^ nk) 
as the vector return rates of all assets on the k-th day. 
Assumption 3.3.10. The daily return rates, of the i-th asset are 
i.i.d. random variables for z = 1, • • • , n, and the historical data for these n assets in 
the past m days are known. 
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Corollary 3.3.11. Under Assumption 3.3.10, 
1 m 
—^^{R — E{R — x'^s)^ with probability 1 as m -> oo. (3.3.6) 
TTh 
k=l 
Now, the optimization problem is 
1 m 
min — — x'^ek)^ (3.3.7) 
rjn 
S•力• OC 6 — X， 
where Sk, k = 1,…，m, are the known historical vectors of the rates of return. 
Let us reformulate this into a more concise form 
1 m 
min —y^^Vk (3.3.8) 
s.t. Vk > 0, k 二 I,... ,m 
Vk > R- x^Sk, k = l , … , m 
x^e 二 1 , 
where yk and x are the decision variables. This is a linear programming problem, 
which can easily be solved. 
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3.4 How to evaluate a portfolio? 
3.4.1 Tight bounds 
This section analyzes what information can be obtained from a given portfolio x, and 
how to evaluate the portfolio. 
For a given x, define 
P{x]7r) = 
where ir e D = {tt | = fii i = 1,... ,n-, Ej,[ei£j] = oij + m/Jj, I <i < j <n}. 
which is an uncertain problem, and D is the uncertainty set. 
The upper bound and lower bound of P{x] tt) are of the following form: 
UP{x) = sup -
ireD 
s.t. E[ej\ = /jti, i = 1,... , n 
E[£i£j] = (Jij + iJiilJLj, I <i < j <n 
noo 
/ TT ⑷(fe 二 1 
J —oo 




S.t. E[£i] = iM，i = I , - " , n 
ElsiSj] = (Jij + jiiiJLj，I < i < j < n 
noo 
/ 7T{e)d€ = 1 
J —oo 
Trie) > 0. 
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The value for LP{x) and UP{x) are both deterministic, and they represent the 
best and worst possible scenarios respectively for this given portfolio x. Bertsimas 
and Popescu [4] showed that LP{x) and UP(^oc�are the tight bounds for P{x) in the 
sense that there are distributions with mean and covariance matrix a that actually 
attain the bounds. 
In fact, UP{x) and LP{x) represent the pessimistic and optimistic views respec-
tively for the given portfolio x. The practical risk of a portfolio should be between 
the confidence interval [LP{x),UP{x)]. The information is useful for the investors 
to know the prospect of their portfolio. They can evaluate the portfolio x by its 
confidence interval gap UP{x) - LP{x) and the magnitude of the worst case risk 
UP{x). 
3.4.2 The semidefinite programming bounds 
Although the bounds are tight, the values for LP{x) and UP{x) may not be computed 
explicitly. In this section we shall discuss a numerical viable way to compute these 
values using SDP. 
Return to the special LP{x) and UP(jr). For UP(x), its dual problem as men-
tioned in Section 3.3.2 is as follows. 
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n 
C/i:)(:r) 二 inf yo + Y\ t^iVi + ^ {^ij + fMfJ^j)之ij 
yo,y,z 
1=1 l<i<j<n 
S . t . 卜 
• • 
训 - R Y > 0 . 
宇 z _ • 
where there are 1 + n + ^^^^ variables, being yi,i = Q,... ,n, and Zij, 1 <i<j < n. 
Z is a symmetric matrix, the diagonal elements are zu, z = 1, • • • ,n; when i + j the 
elements in { i , f j and (j, i) are 令；x = {xi,...，x^)； y = (yi, . . . , Un)-
For LP(x), its dual problem is 
n 
LD{x) = sup yo + ^ fkyi + ^ {(^ij + 
yo,y,z i=i i<z<j<n 
n 
S.t. yo + X I ^^y^ + X I Si£jZij < 0, whenever x^e > R 
l<i<ji<n 
n 
yo + y^ Siyi + ^ SiSjZij < R - whenever x^e < R， 
i=\ l<i<j<n 
where there are 1 + n + ^^^^ variables, being yi,i 二 O,... ,n, and Zij, 1 <i<j < n. 
— 、 — 
To show why LD{x) can also be evaluated by SDP, we need to introduce the 
famous S-Lemma [18 . 
Lemma 3.4.1. (S-Lemma) Let f \ K^ ^ R andq \ BP' R he quadratic functions. 
Suppose that there exists x e BJ" such that q{x) > 0. Let D = {x \ q{x) > 0)}, then 
f[x) > 0 for all X e D if and only if 3t > 0，such that f{x) - tq{x) > 0 for all 
X e 
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Obviously, for problem l3(x), qi[e) = x^e — R, q2{e) = R- x^e, g2(0) = �•• 
As x^e = 1，thus 3xi + 0, set e*i = (i? + l)/xi, the other elements of e* are all 
0, we can have qi (e*) = 1 > 0. Moreover, fi(e) = - y � - e^y - e^Ze, f2(£)= 
R-yo- + x) - e^Ze, which are all quadratic functions in e. Therefore now we 
can apply the S-Lemma to transform the constraints of LD{x). 
n 
sup vo+yz 險 + X I (内+⑷…)而• 
yo,y,Z,ti,t2 l<i<j<n 
/ 1 \ T「 “ D —yT—tixT 1 / T \ 
S.t. 1 — y d t i R ^ ^ r > 0 , V.Gi^^ 
W L 孕 - 叫 W 
1 R-yo-hR 2 M ^ 0, V. G 




LD{x) = sup 2/0 + X I 卿 + X)、。幻 + _ 、 〜 
yo,y,Z,ti,t2 l<i<j<n 
--yo + tiR 




-R-yo-hR 秘 〜 斤 1 〉 o 
t2x-y-x 2； 一 
where Z is a symmetric matrix, the diagonal elements are Za, z = 1, • • • when 
i + j the elements in (ij) and (J, i) are 字；x = (xi,... , Xn)\ y 二（yi,... , 
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Corollary 3.4.2. Under Assumption 3.2.1 and Slater’s condition, the following re-
lationship holds 
LD{x) = < < UP{x) 二 t/DOr). 
Even without Slater，s condition, we still have the following chain of inequalities 
LD{x) < LP{x) < 户⑷ < t/P� < UD{x). 
3.4.3 Conclusions 
For a given portfolio cc, 
• Under Slater's condition assumption, i.e., a > 0, 
lLD(x),UD(x)] = lLP(x),UP{x)], 
their supremum and infimum are all attainable. 
• LD{x) and UD{x) can be computed by SDP. 
Based on the above facts, instead of LPQjc) and UP{x), we use LD{x) and UD{x) 
to evaluate a portfolio x. UD{x) represents the worst case risk measure for this 
portfolio, and the interval length demonstrates the uncertainty about portfolio x. 
The evaluation criteria are as follows. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
For several portfolios, 
• The smaller the UD{x) value, the lower the overall risk level. 
• The smaller the gap UD{x) — LD{x), the more certain about the risk measure 
of the portfolio. 
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3.5 Numerical results 
This section numerically solves the portfolio selection models that were discussed in 
the previous sections. The conclusion in Section 3.4.3 is then used to evaluate each 
portfolio. 
3.5.1 The analysis of the data 
The real data can be used to estimate the parameters for the portfolio selection 
models. In the numerical experiments, the historical stock data (closing prices of 
each trading day) as recorded on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange from January 2001 
to December 2003 are used. The closing prices of the stocks were collected from the 
Reuters Database. The stocks to be used in the tracking models were selected from 
amongst the 33 Hang Seng Index constituent stocks. 
As all of the models study the return rate, only the moments information of the 
stock return rate is of concern. Let Stj denote the closing price of the jth stock Sj at 
the tth day. Then, the return rate of jth stock Sj at the tth day is rtj = 印-i)j) —1-
The daily expected return rate of the jth stock Sj is estimated by 
1 m 
fj^j = — ^ n j , j = l,...,n， (3.5.1) 
讯t=i 
where m is the study period. 
The covariance matrix a used in the models can be estimated by applying the 
following formula: 
1 m 
(Jij ^ — fM)(et:j — fJ^j), i,j = l,...,n. (3.5.2) 
m — I ~ 
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SeDuMi [17] was used to solve the corresponding linear programming, second or-
der cone programming, and semidefinite programming problems. SeDuMi performed 
efficiently and stably in solving all the instances. 
The HSI index history is plotted in Figure 3.1. Data from 2 January 2001 to 15 
December 2003 is used. The x-coordinate represents the distance of the trading day 
from the starting date. The y-coordinate represents the HSI index on the trading 
day. To take account for the general market trends, two periods are identified : (A) 
HSI Index History 
1.71 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 
i : 
1.4- ^ -
A I 1.3- \ \ , -
M M rt if 
- \ / 
J - f V / : 
Period B 
nftl I I 1 1 1 1 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Distance of trading day 
Figure 3.1: HSI index history 
January 2001 to January 2002, i.e, between the 1th trading day and 250th trading 
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day; and (B) December 2002 to December 2003, i.e., between the 451th trading 
day and the 700th trading day. Looking back, the market had a clear tendency of 
moving downwards in Period (A), and upwards in Period (B). The tracking program 
is implemented for 250 days, starting from 1 January 2001 (the 1th trading day), and 
4 November 2002 (the 451th trading day). 
Five stocks are used in the data analysis: 0001.HK (Cheung Kong (Holdings) 
Ltd), 0002.HK (CLP Holdings Ltd), 0003.HK (Hong Kong k China Gas Co Ltd ), 
0004.HK (The Wharf (Holdings) Ltd ), 0005.HK (HSBC Holdings PLC). 
Investor are more interested in yearly return rate, but the historical data used 
herein are all daily return rate. W e use the following formula to convert yearly return 
rate into daily return rate. 
l^ i? + l = (l + Z^ i?)25。 （3.5.3) 
where, Y R is yearly return rate, D R is daily return rate, 250 represents the length of 
studying period. 
U D and L D mentioned here are the corresponding evaluations bounds for D R . All 
the values of Y R , D R , U D , L D are listed in the following tables. 
3.5.2 Jensen's inequality approach 
Remark 3.5.1. Both evaluation bounds are increasing with the return rate D R . 
Remark 3.5.2. According to the comparison conclusion in Section 3.4.3, for target 
Y R and D R , the table for Period (B) has a lower risk than that for Peirod (A), 
because Period (B) is upward and Period (A) is downward. It is consistent with the 
common sense that an ascent market is less risky. 
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" Y R 丨 D R I L D I U D 一 
"ooo" 0.00000000 0.00028185 0.00496731 
~0.Q1 0.000039^ 0.00032156 0.00498783 
0.00007921 0.00036087 0.00500823 
~ 0 W 0.00011824 0.00039980 0.00502852 
"004" 0.00015690 0.00043836 0.00504868 
" O O ^ 0.00019518 0.00047655 0.00506873 
"5.06 0.00023"3lQ~ 0.00051438 0.00508867 
"O^OT" 0.00027067 0.00055IM" 0.00510849 
~ 0 W 0.00030789 0.00058898 0.00512820 
" O O ^ 0.0003447~ 0.0006257^ 0.005147^ 
~OlO~ 0 . 0 0 0 3 8 H 0.00066222 0.00516729 
~ Q U " 0.000417^ 0.00069834 0.00518667 
"OTT^ 0.00045342 0.00073414 0.00520594 
"5.13 0.000488^ 0.00076962 0.00522511 
~ 0 U " 0.000524^ 0.00080479 0.00524417 
0.15 0.00055920 0.00083966 0.00526314 
0.00059386 0.00087422 0.00528199 
~OT7"“000062821 0.00090849 ~a0053QQ75 
0.000662^ 0.00094246 0.00531941 
0.19 Q.0QQ69606 0.00097615 0.00533797 
0.00072955 0.001009^ 0.00535643 
0.21 0.00076277 ~0^Q104270 "5^00537481 
0.000795^ 0.00107556 0.00539308 
0.00082840" 0.00110815 0.00541126 
0.24 0.00086082 ~Q3Q114048 ~0".QQ542934 
" 0 2 ^ 0.00089297 0.00117255 0.00544733 
0.26 0.00092487 0.00120437 0.00546524 
" q W Q.Q0Q95652 0.00123594 0.00548304 
" O ^ 0.00098793" 0.00126726 0.00550076 
"O：^ Q.0010190F 0.00129833 0.00551839 
"03Q~ Q.Q01Q5QQ1 0.00132917 0.00553594 
0.31 0.001080^ 0.00135977 0.00555340 
0.00111114 0.00139014 Q.Q0557Q77 
0.00114137 0.00142028 0.00558806 
~0：3?" 0.00117136 0.00145020 0.00560527 
" 0 3 5 0 ^ 1 2 0 1 1 4 0.00147989 "000562239 
0.00123070 0.00150937 0.00563943 
"037" 0.00126004 0.00153863 0.00565639 
0.38 ""^0128916 0.00156768 "~0.Q0567327 
0.39 0.00131808 "000159651 "M05690Q7 
0.40 0.00134680 0.00162515 0.00570679 
Table 3.1: Jensen's inequality method: evaluation bounds for Period A 
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~ Y R I D R I L D I U D — 
0.00000000 -0.00000000 0.00271590 
~a01 0.000039^ -0.00000000 0.00273353 
"5^02 0.00007弱I" -0.00000000 0.00275111 
0.00011824 -0.00000000 0.00276865 
0.00015690 -0.00000000 0.00278614 
~a05 0.0001951^ -0.00000000 0.00280358 
0.00023310 -0.00000000 "¥.00282097 
"OOT" 0.00027067" -O.QOQOOQOQ 0.00283831 
~0.0S 0.000307^ -0.00000000 0.00285560 
~ Q W 0.00034477 -0.00000000 0.00287286 
~0.1Q 0.00038131 -Q.OOQOQOOQ "0.00289006 
~ 0 j r 0.00041753 -O.OOQOQQOO 0.0Q29Q72Q 
~0.12 0.QQ045M^ -O.QQOOOQQO" 0.00292430 
~ O i y 0.000488^ -0.00000000 0.00294135 
~ O j r 0.00052425 -Q.QQQOQQQO "0.00295835 
~0J5~ 0.00055920 -0.00000000 0.00297531 
0.00059386 -0,00000000 0.00299221 
" O T T 0.00062821 -Q.OQQQOQQO ~0".003Q09Q7 
"olF" 0.00066228 -0.00000000 0.00302588 
0.19 0.00069606 -0.00000000 "0.00304265 
0.20 0.00072955 0.00001048 T.0Q3Q5936 
0.00076277 0.00004348 Q.003Q76Q3 
0.22 0.00079572 0.00007620 T.00309264 
0.23 0.00082840 Q.Q0Q10866 T.QQ310921 
0.000860^ 0.00014085 0.00312574 
0.00089297 0.00017279 T.0Q314221 
0.26 0.00092487 0.00020447 T.0Q315864 
0.27 Q.QQ095652 ~Q^Q023590 T.Q0317501 
0.00098793 0.00026708 0.00319134 
0.00101909 0.00029803 0.00320764 
0.00105001 0.00032873 0.00322387 
0.31 Q . Q Q I Q S W 0.00035919 0.00324006 
O.OOllinl" 0.00038943 0.00325620 
0.33 0.00114137 ~Q^Q041944 ~Q.00327229 
" O M ' 0.00117136 0.00044922 ~Q.00328833 
0.35 0.00120114 0.00047878 ~0.Q033Q433 
0.36 0.00123070 0.00050812 ~Q.0Q332Q28 
-0.37 0.00126004 0.00053725 ~Q.0Q333619 
0.00128916 0.00056616 0.00335204 
0.39 "0^131808 0.00059487 ~0.00336785 
0.40 0.00134680 0.00062337 0.00338362 
Table 3.1: Jensen's inequality method: evaluation bounds for Period A 
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3.5.3 The robust optimization approach 
Remark 3.5.3. See Remark 3.5.1. 
Remark 3.5.4. See Remark 3.5.2. 
3.5.4 The empirical linear programming method 
Remark 3.5.5. See Remark 3.5.1. 
Remark 3.5.6. See Remark 3.5.2. 
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~ Y R I D R I L D I U D — 
"ooo" O.OOOOOOOO" 0.00028233 0.00496730 
~ 0 W 0.000039^ 0.00032203 0.00498783 
T U f 0.00007921 0.00036135 0.00500823 
0.03 0.00011824 0.00040028 0.00502851 
~ 0 W 0.000156^ 0.00043884 0.00504868 
~ 0 m ~ 0.0001951^ 0.Q004770r 0 . 0 0 5 0 6 ^ 
"O706 0.000233ir" 0.000514^ 0 . 0 0 5 0 8 ^ 
~O707 0.000270^ 0.0005523^ 0.00510‘ 
~a08 0.000307^ 0.00058946" 0 . 0 0 5 1 2‘ 
" O O ^ 0.00034477 0.00062624 0.00514780 
~Q1F" 0.00038131 0.00066270 0.00516728 
~ O i r 0.000417^ 0.000698^ 0 . 0 0 5 1 8 ^ 
~0l2~ 0.00045342 0.00073459 0.00520594 
" O I T ' 0.000488^ 0.00077007 0.00522511 
~ 0 j r 0.00052425 0.00080524 0.00524417 
0.00055920 0.00084011 0.00526313 
0.00059386 0.00087467 0.00528199 
" O T T 0.00062821 0.00090893 0.00530075 
0.00066228 Q.QQQ94291 0.00531941 
" O W 0.00069606 0.00097660 0.00533797 
0.00072955 0.00101001 0.00535643 
0.00076277 0.00104314 0.00537481 
0.22 0.0007957^ 0.Q01076QQ 0.00539308 
0.23 0.00082840 "51)0110860 "0.00541125 
0.24 0.00086082 0.00114093 "5.00542934 
0.25 Q.Q0Q89297 0.00117299 0.00544733 
0.26 0.000924^ 0.00120481 0.00546523 
0.00095652 0.00123637 0.00548304 
0.28 0.00098793 0.00126769 0.00550076 
0.29 Q.QQ1Q19Q9 0.00129874 0.00551839 
0.30 "000105001 0.00132956 "0.00553594 
0.31 0.00108069 "O0136Q16 0.00555340 
~ 0 W 0.00111114 0.00139052 0.00557077 
"0.33 0.00114m" 0.00142QM" 0 . 0 0 5 5 8 ^ 
0.34 0.00117136 " 0 ^ 4 5 0 5 7 0.00560527 
0.35 0.00120114 " 0 ^ 4 8 0 2 9 0.00562239 
0.36 0.00123070 0.00150976 ~0.Q0563943 
"0.37 0.00126001" 0.00153902 0.00565639 
~ 0 W Q.QQI2M6"“OQ156807 0.00567327 
0.39 0.00131808 0.00159690 "¥.00569007 
0.40 0.00134680 0.00162550 0.00570679 
Table 3.1: Jensen's inequality method: evaluation bounds for Period A 
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~ Y R I D R I L D I U D 
~aOO~ O.QOOOOOQO -O.OQQQQOOQ 0.00271565 
" O O F 0.00003980 -O.OOQOOOOO 0.00273328 
"002" 0.00007921 -0.00000000 0.00275087 
" O O F 0.000118^ -0.00000000 0.00276840 
-goT" 0.00015690 -0.00000000 0.00278589 
~ 0 W 0.00019518 -0.00000000 0.00280334 
~ 0 W Q.00023"M" -O.OQOOOOQO 0.00282073 
~ 0 W 0.00027067 -0.00000000 0.00283807 
~ 0 W 0.00030789 -0.00000000 0.00285536 
0.09 0.00034477 -0.00000000 0.00287260 
~ 0 W 0.00038131 -0.00000000 0.00288981 
"oil 0.000417^ -O.OOOOOOOO" 0 . 0 0 2 9 0‘ 
0.12 0.0004亞if -0.00000000 0.00292405 
~0l3~ 0.000488^ -O.OOQOOOOO 0.00294110 
-QjJ" 0.00052425 -O.OQOOQQQQ 0.00295811 
0.00055920 -0.00000000 0.00297507 
0.00059386 -0.00000000 0.00299197 
0.17 0.00062821 -Q.QOQQQQQQ 0.00300883 
0.00066228 -O.QOQOQOQQ 0.00302564 
" O W 0.0006960^ -Q.QOOQQOQO 0.00304240 
"5720 0.000729^ 0.00000410" Q.Q0305Mr 
0.00076277 0.00003709 0.00307578 
0.22 0.000795^ Q.QQQ06982 0.00309239 
0.23 0 . Q 0 0 8 2 W 0.00010227 0.00310897 
0.000860^ 0.00013446 0.00312549 
0.00089297 0.00016639 0.00314196 
0.00092487 0.00019807 0.00315839 
0.27 "0^095652 0.00022950 "5.00317476 
Q . Q Q Q 9 8 W 0.00026069 0.00319110 
0.29 Q.OQIQIQO^ 0.00029162 0.00320739 
0.30 O.OOlQSQOr 0.00032233 0.00322362 
~a31 0.0010806^ 0.0003527^ 0.00323^1" 
0.00111114 0.00038302 0.00325595 
0.33 "000114137 0.00041303 ~Q.003272Q4 
0.34 0.001171^ 0.00044281 0.00328809 
Q.0012QI14" 0.00047237 0.00330408 
0.36 0.00123070 Q.0QQ50171 0.00332003 
0.37 Q.0Q126QQ4 0.00053084 0.00333594 
"O；^ 0.00128916 0.00055976 0.00335179 
0.39 "OQ1318Q8 100058846 ~0.00336760 
0.40 0.00134680 0.00061696 0.00338337 
Table 3.4: Robust optimization method: evaluation bounds for Period B 
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~ R I D R I L D I U D — 
0.00 0.00000000 0.00025981 0.00500913 
" a o F 0.00003980 0.00030134 0.00503081 
""002" 0.00007921 0.00033939 0.00505238 
0.00011824 0.00037708 0.00507385 
"OOl" 0.000156^ 0.00041440 0.00509522 
"5705 0.0001951^ 0.000451"^ 0 . 0 0 5 1 1 ^ 
0.06 0.00023310 0.00048798 0.00513771 
~0：07 0.000270^ 0.000524^ 0.00515‘ 
~ 0 W 0.000307^ 0.00056019 0.00517984 
0.09 0.00034477 0.00059580 0.00520078 
~ 0 W 0.00038131 0.00063063 0.00522107 
"Til 0.000417^ 0.00066477" 0.005240^ 
~0l2" Q.00045M^ 0.00069861 0.00526076 
0.00048899 0.00073215 0.00528061 
" O W 0.000524^ 0.00076540 0.00530046 
"OJE' 0.000559^ 0.00079863 0.00532010 
~0：16 0.000593^ 0.00083632 0 . 0 0 5 3 3 ^ 
0.17 0.00062821 0.00087368 0.00535253 
0.18 0.000662^ 0.00091003 0.00536939 
0.00069606 0.00094351 0.00538769 
0.0007295^ 0.00097670 0.00540594 
0.21 O.QOQ7627r 0.00100963 0.00542412 
0.22 0.00079572 0.00104097 0.00544300 
0.23 0.00082840 0.00106972 "0.00546341 
0.24 0.00086082 0.00110257 0.00548091 
0.25 0.00089297 0.00113513 0.00549891 
" O ^ 0.00092487 0.00116739 0.00551747 
0.27 0.000956^ 0.00119907 0.00553606 
0.28 0 . 0 0 0 9 8 ^ 0 0 1 2 2 9 7 3 0.00555452 
0.29 "000101909 0.00126153 ~0.0Q557Q55 
0.30 "0^105001 0.00129310 "5.00558664 
" O F 0.00108069 0.00132452 0.00560265 
0.00111114 0.00135596 0.00561923 
" O S F 0.0Qlf4137" 0.00138690 0.00563609 
0.34 0.00117136 ~ 0 ^ 4 1 7 3 0 0.00565307 
0.35 0.00120114 "05144747 0.00566999 
~ 0 M ~ 0.00123070 " 0 ^ 4 7 7 4 3 0.00568687 
~ 0 3 r 0.00126004 0.00150716 0.00570369 
0.38 "W0128916 0.00153668 ~0.00572047 
0.39 "0^131808 0.00156599 "0.00573719 
"0.40 0.00134680 0.00159414 0.00575433 
Table 3.5: Empirical LP method: evaluation bounds for Period A 
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~ Y R I D R I L D I U D 
~ 0 M " 0.00000000 -0.00000000 "0.00271854 
~ 0 W 0.Q000398F -O.QOOOOOOO" 0.002734^ 
0.00007921 -0.00000000 "0.00275174 
0.000118^ -O.OOQOQOOQ 0.00276907 
~a04" 0.00015690 -0.00000000 0.00278645 
" O O ^ 0.00019518 -0.00000000 0.00280400 
" a o ^ 0.00023310" -O.OOQOOOOO" 0.Q0282l4^ 
" O O r 0.00027067 -0.00000000 0.00283886 
" O O ^ 0 . 0 0 0 3 0 W -0.00000000 0.00285610 
~ 0 W 0.00034477" -O.OOOOOOOO" 0.00287^4" 
0.10 0.00038131 -0.00000000 0.00289013 
~ O j r 0.00041753 -0.00000000 0.00290713 
0.00045342" -Q.000000"Q0~ 0.002924^ 
"OjJ" 0.00048899 -0.00000000 0.00294132 
0.14 0.00052425 -O.OQQOQQOQ 0.00295863 
~0l5 0.00055920" -O.QOOOO(M" 0 . 0 0 2 9 7 ^ 
"0l6" 0.00059386 -0.00000000 0.00299332 
T V T 0.00062821 -0.00000000 0.00301006 
0.18 0.00066228 -O.OQQOQQOQ Q.QQ3Q2660 
~ 0 W 0.0006960^ -Q.QOOOOOOO 0.00304300 
0.00072955 0.00001443 0.00305989 
0.00076277" 0.0000495^ 0.003076^ 
0.0007957^ 0.00008553 0.00309458 
" o I F 0.00082840" 0.00011818 0.00311136 
0.000860^ 0.00015067 0.00312827 
0.00089297 0.00018311 0.00314537 
0.26 0.00092487 0.00021517 0.00316241 
" O ^ Q.QQ095652 0.00024795 0.00317978 
" M F 0.00098793 0.00027846 0.00319626 
0.29 O.OOlOlM" 0.00031152 0.00321340 
~Q3Q" 0.00105001 0.00034123 0.00323034 
"0：^ 0.00108069 0.00037134 0.00324671 
0.00111114 0.00040212 0.003263^ 
0.00114137 0.00043245 Q . 0 Q 3 2 8 W 
0.34 0.00117136 0.00046239 0.00329743 
0.00120114 0.00048977 0.00331453 
"O：^ 0.00123070 0.00051772 0.00333151 
0.00126004 0.00054620 0.00334836 
0.38 "000128916 0.00057546 "5.00336471 
0.39 "000131808 0.00060452 ~QI)Q3381Q6 
0.40 0.00134680 0.00063337 0.00339740 
Table 3.6: Empirical LP method: evaluation bounds for period B 
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3.6 Comparisons and conclusions 
The last section compares the data of the methods. It is visually helpful to compare 
their results in one graph. 
In each figure, the x-coordinate represents the value of D R , and the ？/-coordinate 
represents the bounds value. 
Figures 3.2 and 3.5 compare the upper bound, respectively for the three methods. 
Since the two lines of the Jensen's method and the robust methods in Figure 3.2 are 
almost superposed, their enlarged comparison figure 3.3 is also shown to clarify the 
difference. 
Figures 3.4 and 3.6 compare the lower bound, respectively for the three methods. 
Remark 3.6.1. For periods (A) and (B), their upper bound comparison figures are 
very similar. The bounds of empirical LP method is the worst amongst the three 
methods. Moreover, the Jensen's method provides almost the same bounds as robust 
optimization method. 
Conclusion: 
Based on the numerical results, our order of preference for the three methods is: 
(1) the robust optimization method, (2) Jensen's inequality method, (3) the LP sta-
tistical method. 
As the robust optimization method can find the best portfolio, with the best risk 
evaluation, it is the most preferred method. This conclusion also concurs with the 
fact that the robust optimization method always yields tight upper bounds. 
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Figure 3.2: Upper bound comparison for Period A 
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Figure 3.3: Enlarged U D comparison between Jensen's and robust methods for (A) 
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Figure 3.4: Lower bound comparison for Period A 
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Figure 3.5: Upper bound comparison for Period B 
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Figure 3.6: Lower bound comparison for Period B 
Chapter 4 
The semi-variance target tracking 
model 
This chapter extends the risk measure to the downside second moment, and analyzes 
the properties of the target tracking problem with the semi-variance risk measure. 
The portfolio evaluation criteria of this model are discussed. Finally, two numerically 
viable methods for selecting the portfolios are proposed. 
4.1 Introduction 
This section uses the downside second moment as the risk measure, and formulates 
the corresponding portfolio selection methods to track the target under this risk 
measure. The previous analysis considered the downside first moment of the slack 
rj{x,e). Obviously, the downside first moment is not the only available risk measure, 
and the second moment of the downside is also a natural risk measure. 
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Our semi-variance model is thus formulated as follows 
{V) min 二 — : 
X 
S.t• X 6 — 1， 
where e stands for the vector of all-ones with an appropriate dimension. 
Assumption 4.1.1. The feasible -moment vector o = {ak,k G Jm) of £ is 
given, where cjk = (^ku-.kn = • • eJm^rn> 2. 
Note: To solve the problem efficiently, only the mean and the covariance is used. 
Again this is an uncertain optimization problem, where the uncertain element is 
the distribution with the given moment vector. W e should select our portfolio from 
the set 
Y = {y = arg min G{x) | G{x) > E[{r]{x, V:r, £ •. x^e 二 1 and e �a}. 
{x I x'^e=l} 
4.2 The portfolio selection methods 
In Chapter 1, Jensen's inequality was used to find an upper bound for E{r]{x,e)+), 
where the concavity of y/x is utilized. Unfortunately, the same method can not be 
used in the semi-variance model because the concavity is no longer valid. 
The two methods in the following subsection correspond to the robust optimization 
method discussed in Section 3.3.2 and the empirical method discussed in Section 3.3.3. 
Since, much of the theoretical analysis is similar as before and they will be omitted. 
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4.2.1 The robust optimization method 
The upper bound function of x is as follows. 
VUP{x) = sup E^[R -
ttGD 
S.t. Er,[£i\ = fli, i = I,'.. ,n 
E^lsiSj] = cJij + fi 釣,I <i < j = n 
poo 
/ 7r{€)ds = 1 
J - o o 
T T � > 0. 
The dual of VUP{x) is 
n 
inf m + E 險 + Y , i^ ij + (4.2-1) 
则,Z M i<i<j<n 
n 
S.t. yo -\-Y^eiyi + ^ SiejZij > [{R - Ve G iT 
i=l l<i<j<n 
where there are 1 + n + ^^^^ variables, being yi,i = 0, • • - and Zij, I < i < j < n. 
Expanding the [{R - term, we obtain 
n 
inf yQ + I 險 + ^ [dij + fiifij)Zij 
憾 Z l<i<j<n 
n 
S.t. y o ^ Y l 已 他 + Y . 已 i C j � > 0, V 5 G I > i ^ } 
i=l l<i<j<n 
n 
2/0 + ^ SIVI + 站3叫 >{R- f 工)2，Y S e{e \ x < R } 
i=l l<i<j<n 
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Using the S-Lemma again, we can have 
n 
inf yo + Y l 腳+ y]、(7ij + ^iifij、Zij 
n 
S.t. + q队 + I]已印ij - 工 - R ) > 0 , ye e FJ" 
i—\ l<i<j<n 
yo + E 鄉 + E 耻广"—（丑-£了工)2 -从R - s了工）^ V . G IT 
i=l l<i<j<n 
tut2>0. 
Rewriting the above polynomial constraint into linear matrix inequalities, we have 
n 
VUD{x) = i n f yo + y " 險 + Y^ ( 〜 • + _ “ ! 〜 ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) 
\ + 平 ] 〉 。 
s.t. > U 
y-tix y 
2 ^ 
UO — —付 2 〉 Q 
奸(2^2)工 Z-XX^ — 
- • 
t l , t 2 > 0 , 
where Z is a symmetric matrix, the diagonal elements are zu, i = I,.. - ,n; when 
i / j the elements in {ij) and (j, i) are 考]x = {xu . • • V = {Vu ... ,2/n). 
Assumption 4.2.1. Let 
L， rj-f 飞 
S = {(/X, cr) I 3 random vector e with distribution tt : fi — E^e, a = E^es }, 
(/i, cj)，the given moments vector satisfies Slater's condition, i.e., a > 0. 
Corollary 4.2.2. With Assumption 12.1, i.e., a � 0，V U P ( x ) = VUD(x) holds for 
Vx G IT" such that x^e 二 1. And the supremum and infimum for both problems are 
attainable. 
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This section focuses on solving the following problem : 
n 
{VU) min yo + ^ fJ'iVi + Y ^ {(^ij + (4.2.3) 




yo - t 2 n - K 2 〉Q 
y+(2f i+t2)x 一 XX^ — 
2 一 
t l , t 2 > 0 
x ^ e — 1. 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let a e R, b,dG R � c G R""xn，仇en 
「 1 [ a 0 
a F 
> b c d > 0, 
b c-d(f 
L � 0 (F 1 
Proof. W e need only to note that 
「 i「 l「 " ]「 -
1 0 0 a bT 0 1 0 0 a b^ 0 
0 /(n) -d b e d 0 /(n) 0 = b c-dcF 0 . 
0 0 1 0 (F 1 0 -(f 1 0 0 1 
_ J L J L J L J • 
According to Lemma 4.2.3, the second constraint of (VU) is equivalent to 
' y , - t 2 R - R ' " ( 2丑 , 2 )工 ' o " 
j/+(2K+t2)x ^ ^ > 0. 
0 x^ 1 
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The problem is equivalently written as 
n 
{VU) min + y \ {cfij + (4.2.4) 
I , 卯 ， 仏 灿 ， ^ l < i < , < n 
-yo + hR 〉 o 
s.t. > U 
. 2 J 
-yo - hR-R2 丑2+⑷一 o " 
yM2R+t2)x ^ J, > 0 
2 
0 x^ 1 
t l , t 2 > 0 
d ^ e — 1. 
The constraints include two quadratic matrix inequalities, and the resulting prob-
lem is not an SDP. 
However, if ixM are fixed as parameters, then optimization problem (VU) is an 
SDP problem. By solving this parameterized SDP problem, at least an upper bound 
of (y) can be obtained, and the optimal solution of which is still a feasible portfolio 
in Set Y. Different can be set to obtain different portfolios, and their confidence 
intervals can be compared. 
4.2.2 The empirical method 
Again one empirical method will be discussed here, which is fast and cheap. The 
original problem (V) is converted into an S O C P problem. 
Assumption 4.2.4. The everyday return rates, £山�2 , . . .而爪，o f the i-th asset are 
lid. random variables for i = 1,'.. The historical data for the n assets in the 
past m days are known. 
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Corollary 4.2.5. Under Assumption 
m 
— - x^ek)+? E[{R - with probability I as moo (4.2.5) 
Now our optimization problem is 
1 m 
min (4.2.6) 
T* 1 S.T• X C — 1， 
where Ck, A: = 1,... , m , are all known historical data. 
Convert this into a more concise form 
1 m 
min - Y ^ y ! (4-2.7) 
s.t. Vk > 0, k = l,.'. ,m 
Vk > R-x^Sk, k = l,.'. ,m 
T 1 
X e = 1, 
where yu and x are the decision variables. This is a convex quadratic programming 
problem, and can be further transformed into an S O C P problem. In particular, (4.2.7) 
is equivalent to 
min (4.2.8) 
s.t. tk > yl k = …，m 
Vk > 0, k = ,m 
Vk > R-x^ek, k 二 I,.'. ,m 
x^e 二 1, 
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and we observe that 
tk>yl ^ {tk +1/2)2 > y2 + 玲 +1/4 
台 ( 4 + 1/2) > + tl + 1/4 
台 ( 4 + 1/2，y,, h, l/2f e SOC. (4.2.9) 
4.3 Evaluating a selected portfolio 
4.3.1 Computing SDP bounds 
This section gives the solvable upper bound and lower bound of a given portfolio. 
Given a feasible portfolio x and the mean /i and covariance a of the return rates, 
we want to know the magnitude of V{x) = E[{R - ：！：了力+尸，which is uncertain due 
to uncertain distribution. 
For a given portfolio x, the deterministic tight upper bound is 
= sup —〜 + ] 2 
TTED 
s.t. K N 二 /ii, i 二 1，…，n 
E^lsisj] = (Jij + mfij, 1 <i<j = 71 
poo 
/ n{e)de = 1 
J —oo 
TT� > 0. 
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The dual of VUP{x) is 
n 
VUD{x) = inf yo + V 險 + V {(Jij + fJ^购(4.3.1) 
憾 t t i<i^<n 
\ + 平 ] 
s.t. > U y-亡1工 Z 
2 
_ J 
yo — h^ - K 2 �Q 
y+{2R+t2)x ^ — ^^T — 
2 _ 
Under Slater's condition, VUP{x) = VUD{x) • 
Analogically, the deterministic tight lower bound of Problem V{x) is 
VLP{x) = inf E^[R — 
TreD 
S.t. 丑 = /ii, i = 1, . . . 
E-j,[siej] = Gij + iJi购,1 <i <j = n 
poo 
/ 7r{€)d£ 二 1 
J —oo 
7r(6：) > 0 . 
The dual of VLP{x) is 
n 
sup yo + Y l 險+ 1二 {cTij + fiiiij、Zij (4.3.2) 
yo,y,Z l<i<3<n 
n 
S.t yo + Y l 鄉 + Y1 q�•句 ^ [(丑—f 工)+]2, ^ 們 
i二 1 1 粥 
where there are 1 + n + ^^^^ variables, which are y;，i 二 0,... ,n, and 1 <i < 
j < n-
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Expanding the [{R - term, we get 
n 
sup + ^ [(Jij + 
i二 1 
n 
S.t. yo + Yl q队 + Y^ Si印ij < Ve G I e^x > R} 
i=l l<i<j<n 
n 
2/0 + X^ SiVi + Y^ SiSjZij <{R- Ve e {e | f < R). 
i=l l<Kj<n 
Using S-Lemma again, we obtain 
n 
sup 1/0 +XI 郷 + XI (〜.+ "釣 )句 
yo,y,Z’h,t2 《二 1 l<i<j<n 
S.t. -yo — jZ - E ' 印 i j - “ (e�工-R)>0,^se iT 
i=l l<i<ji<n 
—yo - E 鄉 - E 鄉 " + ( [ � 2 -h{R- s^x) > 0, V. G iT 
i=l l<i<j<n 
tl,t2>0. 
Writing the above polynomial constraints into the forms of the matrix inequalities, 
we have 
n 
VLD{x) = sup 哪 + I Z (叫 + （4.3-3) 
yo,y,Z,ti,t2 i=i l<i<j<n 
'-yo + hR 
s.t. ^ U 
-y-ti^ —Z 
- 2 -
' - y o - h R + R^ 1 2 0 
1 + ( 工 2 咖 -Z + XX^ J -
Under Slater's condition, VLP{x) - VLD[x). 
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4.3.2 Conclusions 
For a given portfolio x, 
• Suppose Slater's condition holds, i.e., a > 0, then 
[VLD{x),VUD{x)] = 
where the supremum and the infimum are all attainable. 
• VLD{x) and VUD{x) can be computed by SDP. 
VLD{x) and VUD{x) are the upper and lower bounds for the risk measure V{x). 
Based on the above facts, instead of VLP{x) and VUP{x), we use VLD{x) and 
VUD{x) to evaluate a portfolio x. VUD{x) represents the worst case risk measure 
for this portfolio, and the interval length demonstrates the uncertainty of the risk 
measure for the portfolio x. The evaluation criteria are as follows. 
Evaluation Criteria: 
For several portfolios, 
• The smaller the VUD{x) value, the lower the overall risk level. 
• The smaller the gap VUD{x) — VLD{x), the more certain about the risk mea-
sure of the portfolio. 
4.4 Numerical results 
In this part, we use the same historical data as in Chapter 3. 
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4.4.1 The robust optimization method 
The first and second columns in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 represent the parametric values 
of tl and h. The third column represents the optimal value (optvu) for the robust 
optimization model with given h and 亡2- The fourth and fifth columns represent the 
portfolio evaluation bounds for the portfolio that is selected from the robust optimiza-
tion problem. In Tables 4.1 and 4.2, we suppose that YR=0.15, and DR=0.00055920. 
Remark 4.4.1. The selection of (^ 1,^ 2) is that it should make the optimal value of 
the relaxed problem as small as possible. 
Remark 4.4.2. From the numerical experiments in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, we find that 
(ti，t2) 二 (0,0) minimizes the parametric problem. Though it is quite possible that 
(ti，t2) = (•，0) is not the optimal point for problem (V), it still provides an empirical 
upper bound of (V). 
In line with Remark 4.4.2, the situation in which (^ 1,^ 2) = (0,0) will be focused 
on. The evaluation bounds for periods (A) and (B) are given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
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I t2 丨 optvu V L D V U D — 
0.0000 0.0000 "000009360 "000000074 "000009360 
0.2000 0.0000 "W0093233 0.00000078 "000009377 
0.4000 “ 0.0000 "0.00181182 —0.00000078 “ 0.00009379 
0.6000 0.0000 0.00269167 0.00000078 "000009380 
0.8000 0.0000 "W0357161 0.00000078 "^0009381 
1.0000 0.0000 0.00445159 0.00000078 "000009381 
0.0000 “ 0.2000 0.00110472 0.00000071 "000009380 
0.2000 " a 2 0 0 r ~ Q : 0 0 l 9 8 ^ Q.OOOQQOTr 0.00009360 
0.4000 0.2000 0.00286714 0.00000076 "000009362 
0.6000 “ 0.2000 0.00374750 0.00000076 ~0l)0QQ9365 
0.8000 0.2000 0.0046277^ 0.00000077 Q.QQ0Q9367 
1.0000 0.2000 0 . 0 0 5 5 0 ^ 0.00000077 0.00009369 
0.0000 0.4000 Q.QQ215679 0.00000071 "0700009381 
0.2000 0.4000 0.00303966 0.00000073 "0700009363 
0.4000 0.4000 0.00392115 0.Q0Q00Q74 ~Q7QQ0Q936Q 
OjOQQ Q.40QQ 0.00480207 0.0QQQ0Q75 "0700009361 
0.8000 —0.4000 0.00568270" 0.00000076 0.00009362 
1.0000 0.4000 "0^0656316 "000000076 "^00009364 
0.0000 0.6000 0.00320923 "5^0000071 "0700009381 
0.2000 0.6000 Q.Q0409257 "000000073 "5700009366 
0.4000 0.6000 0.00497462 "000000074 "070Q009361 
0.6000 0.6000 0.00585601 "00000074 "5700009360 
0.8000 0.6000 0.00673701 "000000075 "Q7QQ0Q9360 
1.0000 0.6000 0.00761778 ~0l)00Q0075 ~O7QOQ09361 
0.0000 0.8000 0.00426177 ~Oj0QQOQO71 ~O7QOQ09382 
0.2000 0.8000 0.00514538 "000000072 "5700009368 
O A O ^ 0.8000 0.00602781 "0.00000073 0.00009363 — 
Q j O O ^ 0.8000 0.00690957 "Q.Q00QQ074 0.00009361 ‘ 
0.8000 0.8000 0.00779091 ~0l)00Q0Q74 ~0700QQ936Q 
]^000_ _QjOQQ_ Q.QQ867196 "5700000075 "000009360 
0.0000 1.0000 0.00531434 "0700000071 "0700009382 
0.2000 1.0000 0.00619812 "Q.00QQ0072 Q.Q0QQ9370 “ 
0^0Q0_ 1.0000 "000708085 100000073 "5700009364 
OjOOQ l.QOOQ "000796291 "5700000073 "5700009361 
"gSOOO" 1.0000 ~O0884453 ~0700Q00Q74 ~0：00009360 
JIOOOO"! 1.0000 0.00972583 0.00000074 0.00009360 
Table 4.1: Parametric SDP evaluation bounds for Period A 
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h \ t2 \ optvu V L D V U D 
0.0000 0.0000 0.00003751 -0.00000000 "000003749 
0.2000 0.0000 0.00064537 -0.00000000 ~Q700003771 
0.4000 0.0000 0.00127181 -0.00000000 "0700003774 
0.6000 "O.OQOO 0.00189834 -0.00000000 ~0700003774 
0.8000 0.0000 0 . 0 0 2 5 2 W -0.00000000 0.00003775 
1.0000 0.0000 0.00315146 -0.00000000 ~O7QOOQ3775 
0.0000 0.2000 "000061265 -0.00000000 "0700003772 
0.2000 0.2000 0.00124333 -0.00000000 ~0700003748 
0.4000 0.2000 "000187134 -0.00000000 ~0700QQ3752 
0.6000 0,2000 0.00249865 -0.00000000 "5700003755 
0.8000 0.2000 0.00312566 -0.00000000 "070QQQ3758 
1.0000 0.2000 0.00375253 -0.00000000 ~07QQ0Q3761 
0.0000 0.4000 "000120660 -0.00000000 "000003772 
0.2000 0.4000 0.00183878 -0.00000000 "5700003751 
0.4000 “ 0.4000 "000246820 -O.OOOQQQQQ "Q700003749 
0.6000 0.4000 0.00309650 -0.00000000 "5700003750 
0.8000 0.4000 0.00372422 -Q.QOQQOOOQ ~070QQQ3752 
1.0000 0.4000 0.00435163 -O.QQOQQQQQ 100003754 
0.0000 0.6000 0.00180065 -0.00000000 100003773 
OjOQQ^ 0.6000 0.00243356 -0.00000000 ~0：00003754 
0.4000 0.6000 0.00306397 -Q.OOOQQOOO ~0：00003749 
Q^QOO_ 0.6000 Q.QQ36931Q -0.00000000 "^00003749 
0.8000 0.6000 0.00432152 "-Q.QOQQOOOQ 0.00003749_ 
1.0000 0.6000 0.00494948 "-Q.QOQQOOOQ Q.Q0QQ375Q" 
Q^OQQ 0.8000 "MQ239473 -Q.QQQQOOQO ~a00QQ3773 
OjOQQ^ 0.8000 "000302808 "^OQOQQQQQ "^00003757 
Q^OQQ^ 0.8000 0.00365918 -0.00000000 ~0：00003751 
OjOQO^ 0.8000 "000428901 -Q.QQQQQQQQ "0^00003749 
OjQOO_ 0.8000 0.00491802 -0.00000000 "a000Q3749 
1.0000 0.8000 0.00554651 "XOQQOOQOQ "^00003749 
0.0000 1.0000 0.00298882 "^QQOQQQQO "0：00003773 
0.2000 1.0000 0.00362245 "-O.OOQOOQOQ 0.00003759" 
0.4000 1.0000 0.00425409 "^00000000 "5^00003753 
0.6000 1.0000 0.00488446 "-Q.OOOOOQOQ Q.0QQ03750" 
0.8Q0Q~ 1.0000 0.00551400 "-O.OOOQQQQQ 0.00003749" 
1.0000 1.0000 0.00614295 -O.OOOOOOOO 0.00003749_ 
Table 4.2: Parametric SDP evaluation bounds for Period B 
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Y R I D R V L D V U D 
~ 0 W O.OOOOOOOO" 0.0000000^ 0.000092^ 
" M T 0.00003980" O.OOOOOOlF 0.000092^ 
Q.000Q792T 0.0000001^ Q.0QQQ93'0Q" 
" ^ 3 0.00011824" 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 Q 0 0 9 3 Q F 
~ 0 W 0.Q0Q1569T 0.000000^ 0.0000930^ 
"0：05 0.0Q01951T" 0.000000^ 0.0Q0Q931F" 
~ 0 6 0.00023310" O.OOOQOQ^ 0.00009314" 
0.0Q02706r 0.00000033 0.00Q093IT 
"008 0.000307^ O.OOOOQO^ 0.000093^ 
"009 0.00034477" 0.0Q00QQ42 “ Q.QQ009328 “ 
0.000381^ O.OOOOOOir 0.0000933^ 
i l l 0.000417^ 0.00000052 0.0000933^ 
" O T T 0.0004534^ O.QQOOQO^ 0.00009343" 
0.000488^ O.OOOOQO^ 0.0000934^ 
0.14 0.00052425 0.00000069 0.00009354 
~0AE~ 0.000559^ O-OOOOOOTT Q.Q0Q093W 
~5716 0.000593^ Q.QOQQQQ^ 0.000093^ 
~QI7" 0.00062821 0.00000087 0.00009372 
0.18 0.000662^ 0.00000093 0.00009379 
~ai9 0.0006960^ O.QQOQOlW 0.000093^ 
~ 0 W 0.000729^ O.QOOQQlOr 0.000093^ 
"5721 0.Q007627r 0.00000114 0.000093^ 
0.0007957^ Q.QQQQQl"^ 0.0000940^ 
Q.0Q082840~ O.OOOQOli Q.00QQ941T 
" M T 0.000860^ 0.0000013^ 0.000094^ 
"0；^ 0.00089297 0.00000143 0.00009429 
0.26 O . Q O Q Q M r 0.00000151 0.00009437 
0.27 0.00095652 0.00000159 0.00009444 
0.28 0.000987^ 0.00000167 0.00009452 
"O：^ 0.00101909 0.0000017^ 0.000094^ 
"030" 0.00105001 0.00000183 0.00009469 
"gSl 0.001080^ O.QQOOOl^ 0.00009477" 
"032" O.OOllllTT 0.00000200" 0.000094^ 
~ 0 3 r 0.001141"^ 0.00000208 0.000094^ 
0.00117136 0.Q0Q0Q217 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 ^ 
0.00120114 0.00000226 0.00009512 
0.36 0.00123070 ~OQQOQ235 0.00009521 
0.37 0.00126004 "000000244 0.00009530 
0.38 Q.OOI2M6"“0^00253 0.00009539 
0.39 ~MQ131808 0.00000262 ~0.QQ009548 
0.40 0.00134680 0.00000272 0.00009558 
Table 4.3: SDP evaluation bounds for Period A when (力 1,(2) = (0,0) 
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Y R I D R V L D V U D 
"gob 0.0000000^ -0.000000^ 0.0000374^ 
0.00003980" -O.OOOOOOM" 0.0000374^ 
0.02 0.00007921 -0.00000000 0.00003749 
0.00011824" -O.OOOOOOOr 0.0000374^ 
" O W 0.0001569F" -O.OQOOOOOO" 0.00003749" 
"005 Q.QQ01951F -0.000000"5F 0.0000374^ 
" M e 0.0002331F -O.OQOOOOOO" 0.0000374^ 
0.00Q2706~ -O.OOQOOOQO" 0.0000374^ 
~ 0 W 0.00030789" -Q.OOOOOOOO" 0.0000374^ 
" O W 0.00034477 -Q.QOOOOOOO 0.0000374^ 
"OIO 0.0003813T -O.OOOOOOOO" 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 ^ 
~ O i r 0.0004175T -O.OOOOOOQO" 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 ^ 
" 0 2 0.0004534T" -O.OOOOOOOO" 0.0000374^ 
"olF 0.00Q4889y -0.00000000 0.00003^ 
~014 Q.Q0Q5242T" -O-OOOOOOOT 0.Q0Q03749~ 
~Ql5 Q.0QQ5592T -Q.QOOOOOOO 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 ^ 
"016 0.00059386" -0.00000000 0.0000374^ 
0.17 0.00062821 -Q.OQOQOOQQ 0.00003748 
0.18 0.000662^ -O.OOOOOQOQ Q.QQ0Q3748 
" O W 0.0006960^ -O.QOOOQQO^ 0.00003^ 
0.000729^ 0.00000000 0.00003748 
0.0007627r O.QOOQQOQO" 0.00003^ 
0.22 0.00079572 0.00000001 Q.00QQ3749 
0.23 0.00082840" 0.00000001 0.00003750 
0.000860^ Q.QOQOOOOr" 0.000037^ 
0.QQQ89297 0.0QQ0Q0Q3 0.00003751 
0.00092487 0.Q0QQQQQ4 0.00003753 
0.27 0.00095652 Q.00Q0QQ05 0.00003754 
0.28 0.000987^ 0.00000007 0.00003755 
0.29 O . Q Q l Q l W 0.Q0QQ0Q09 0.00003757 
0.001050^ 0.00000011 Q.0Q0Q3W 
"0：^ 0.00108069 0.00000013 0.000037^ 
~0：32 Q.QQllllTT" O.OQQQQQT^ Q . Q Q Q Q 3 W 
"O：^ 0.001141^ Q.0Q000Q17 Q . Q Q 0 0 3 W 
"5734 0.0011713^ 0.00000020 0 . 0 Q Q Q 3 W 
0.00120114 O.OOQQQO^ Q.0QQQ377r 
0.36 0.00123070 0.00000025 0.00003774 
~037" Q.Q012600r 0.00000028 Q.0QQ03777 
"a38 Q.Q012891J" Q.OOOOQO^ 0 . 0 0 0 Q 3 W 
0.39 0 . 0 Q 1 3 1 W 0.00000035 Q.Q00Q3784 
0.40 0.00134680 0.00000038 0.00003787 
Table 4.4: SDP evaluation bounds for Period B when = (。，•) 
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4.4.2 The empirical second order cone programming method 
Remark 4.4.3. According to the comparison criteria in Conclusion 4.3.2，for target 
Y R and D R , the table for Period (B) has a lower risk than that for (A), because 
Period (B) is upward and Period (A) is downward. It is consistent with the common 
sense that an ascent market is less risky. 
4.4.3 Comparisons and conclusions 
In each figure, the x-coordinate represents the value of D R , the y-coordinate repre-
sents the bounds value. 
Figures 4.1 and 4.3 compare the upper bound, respectively for the two methods. 
Figures 4.2 and 4.4 compare the lower bound, respectively for the two methods. 
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Y R I D R V L D V U D 
~ 0 W 0.00000000 0.00000007 0.00009407" 
" O O T 0.000039^ 0.0000000^ 0.00009415" 
0.000079^ O.OOOQOOIF 0.Q00Q94TF 
"5703 0.000118^ 0.00000014 O.QQOQ94i^ 
" O W 0.000156^ 0.00000017 0.00009419 
~5705 0.Q001951J" O.QOOOOOW 0.000094^ 
~ 0 W 0.00023310" O.OOOOOOi 0.000094^ 
~0：07 0.000270^ 0.000000^ 0.00009151" 
0.000307^ 0.00000032 0.00009435~ 
~5709 0.Q003447r Q.OOQOOO^ 0.0000943^ 
~57lO 0.000381^ O.OQQOOOir 0.0000944?" 
"oTll 0.000417^ 0.0000004^ 0.0000944^ 
"OlT" 0.00045342 0.0QQ00Q50 0.00009454 
~ai3 0.000488^ O.QOQQOQ^ 0.000094^ 
0.14 0.00052425 0.Q0QQQ061 0.00009465 
0.0005591 O.QQOOOQ^ 0.00009171" 
0.16 0.00059386 0.00000072 0.00009477 
0.17 0.00062821 Q.00QQQ078 0.QQ0Q9483 
0.18 0.00066228 "000000084 0.00009489 
~0：19 0.00069606" Q.OOOQQO^ 0.000094^ 
0.0007295^ Q.QOOOOQ^ 0.00009‘ 
0.00076277 0.00000104 0.00009509 
0.22 0.00079572 " O ^ Q Q l l O 0.00009516 
~a23 0.00082840" 0.00000117 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 ^ 
~ 0 W 0.00086082 O.QQQOQl^ 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 ^ 
Q.QQ089297 0.0000013^ 0.00009‘ 
0.26 0.00092487 "000000139 0.00009545 
0.27 0.00095652 " 0 ^ 0 0 1 4 7 0.00009553 
0.28 0.00098793 " 0 ^ 0 0 1 5 4 0.Q0QQ9561 
0.29 0.00101909 " 0 ^ 0 0 1 6 2 0.00009569 
0.30 Q.0Q1Q50Q1 "000000170 0.00009577 
0.31 0.00108069 "000000178 0.00009585 
-Q：^ 0.00111114 0.00000187 0 . 0 0 0 0 9 ^ 
0.33 Q.QQ114137 "000000195 0.00009601 
0.34 0.00117136 ~OQOOQ2Q3 0.00009610 
"O：^ 0.00120114 0.00000212 0.00009619 
0.36 0.00123070 ~QM)QQ221 0.00009627 
0.00126004 ~OM)Q0229 Q.0Q0Q9636 
0.38 "M0128916 0.00000238 ~Q.Q0QQ9645 
0.39 0.00131808 0.00000247 0.00009655 
0.40 0.00134680 0.00000256 0.00009664 
Table 4.5: Empirical SOCP method: evaluation bounds for Period A 
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Y R I D R V L D V U D 
"OOO O.QQOOOOOT" -O.OOQOOQW 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 ^ 
- g o T 0.00003980" -O.OOOOOOOOr 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 ^ 
"002 0.Q000792~ -O.OOOOOOW 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 ^ 
~ 0 W 0.0001182T -0.00000000 0.00003豸 
"5^4 0.00015690" -O-OOOOOOOT 0.000038^ 
" W 0.00019518" -Q.OOOOQOOO" 0.0QQ03828~ 
"006 0.00023310" -O-QOOOOOOT 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 ^ 
~ 0 W 0.000270^ -O.QOQQOOOO" 0.000038^ 
0.00030789 -0.00000而T" 0.00003^7" 
~0X)9 0.00034477" -O.OOOOQOOr 0.000038^ 
" 0 3 0 ~ 0.Q003813r -O.OQOOOQOr 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 8 ^ 
~ O i r 0.000417^ -0.00000000 0.000038^ 
~0l2~ 0.00045342 -O.QOOQOOOO 0.000038^ 
0.13 0.000488^ -Q.QQQOQQOO 0.00003825 
~al4" 0.00052425 -0.00000000 0.000038^ 
~Ql5" Q.Q0Q55920 -Q.QQQQQOQQ Q . Q Q Q Q 3 W 
0.00059386 -0.00000000 0.000038^ 
" O T T 0.00062821 -0.00000000 0.000038^ 
~Q718 0.000662^ -0.00000555" 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 ^ 
"5719 0.00069606" -Q.QQQOQQOO 0.0000382^ 
0.20 0.000729^ -Q.QQQOOQQQ 0.00003823 
0.00076277 -0.00000000 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 ^ 
~a22 0.0007957^ Q.OQOQQQOO" 0.00003^^ 
0.23 O.QQQ82MQ~ Q.QQQOOQQQ 0.00003822 
" 5 ^ 8 6 0 8 2 0.00000001 0.00003822 
0.000892^ O.QQOOQQQF 0.00003823 
"0：26 0.000924^ 0.00000002 0.00003823 
0.00095652 Q.0Q00QQQ3 0.00003824 
~ 0 W 0.00098793 0.00000004 0.00003825 
"0：^ 0.00101909 0.00000005 0.00003826 
0.30 0.00105001 0.0QQ00Q07 0.00003827 
"O：^ 0.00108069 0.00000008 0.00003829 
~0：32 Q.OOllini" Q.QQQQOOIO" 0.00003830 
"O：^ 0.001141"^ Q.Q000Q012 0.00003832 
"O：^ Q.001171M" 0.000QQQ15~ 0.00003834 
0.0Q12011T" 0.00000017 Q.QQ0Q3836 
0.36 0.00123070 ~QM)QQ02Q "W0003838 
" o f T Q.0012600r 0.00000022 0.00003841 
0.38 0.00128916 ~O0QQQQ25 "WQQQ3843 
0.39 0.00131808 ~0^QQ0Q28 ~O0003846 
0.40 0.00134680 0.00000031 0.00003849 
Table 4.6: Empirical SOCP method: evaluation bounds for Period B 
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Figure 4.1: Upper bound comparison for Period A 
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Figure 4.3: Upper bound comparison for Period B 
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Figure 4.4: Lower bound comparison for Period B 
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Conclusion 
Based on the numerical results we conducted so far, the robust optimization method 
with (ti，t2) = (0,0) outperforms the S O C P empirical method. 
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4.5 Summary and future work 
This thesis discusses the portfolio optimization problems based on the semi-mean 
and semi-variance models. Different solution methods are evaluated and compared 
against each other. The robust optimization model is the most natural objective for 
the downside risk minimization. This conclusion is also confirmed by the numerical 
analysis. 
Similar handling methods and evaluation criteria can be developed to solve non 
short-selling case. 
Besides, many issues remain to be resolved in the future. For instance 
• How to extend the single-stage model to the multistage one? 
• How to numerically or analytically solve the simple Q M I constraints in the 
semi-variance model ？ 
• How to involve high order moments information into downside risk model? 
Appendix A 
Before proving Theorem 3.3.2，a lemma is shown first. 
Lemma 4.5.1. If A is a positive semi-definite matrix, i.e., 3 A > then 
Va; G R几,(x^Ax)A > Axx^A. 
Proof. For a given x, and a given y G R〜according to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
{x^Ax){y^Ay) > {x^Ayf, 
i.e. 
y^{{x^Ax)A)y > My. 
Therefore, 




Proof of Theorem 3.3.2 
Proof, (a). 
H{x) := y/x^ax + {x^fi - Rf 
^ = {x^ax + 仏 - R F R H ^ ^ + 一 丑 ) "） 
ox 
^ = {x^ax + {x^fi 一 RYrHia + + 
- { a + + /JL/F) + . 
From Lemma 4.5.1, 
(a + iJ4iT)xT[a + - (a + + f i fF) > 0 
and so 
dx"^ — 0 
Therefore, H(x) is a convex function in x. Gl(x) is the sum of one convex 
function and one linear function, hence convex. Consequently, Problem (Gl) is 
a convex program. 
(b). W e now use the K K T optimality condition to find the optimal solution. The sec-
ond order of the K K T condition is satisfied automatically, because ^  ("^J]) 二 0. 
If we find a feasible solution for the first order condition, then it is the optimal 
solution. 
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Let us transform (Gl) into the following equivalent form: 
min s -{-t f 
t^ — x^ax + 
s — R — x^ a , � 
s.t. (4-5.1) 
x'^ e = 1 
t > 0 
\ 
L = s + t + Ai(力2 — x^ax - 5 )^ + A2(s -R-\- x^fi) + Xsix^e - 1) + 入4亡； 
入 4 < 0 . 
The following equations must be satisfied: 
/ \ / \ 
^ 1 + 2Ait + A4 
• L 二 费 二 1 - 2Ais + A2 = 0 
V i y ( - 2 A i a x + A2" + A 3 e ) 
.力2 二 工 了 • + ? (4.5.2) 
s 二 R — x^ jji 
x^e = 1 
入 4 力 = 0 
入4 < 0 . 
V 
Note that: 
t + s > 0 
Therefore, A4 = 0. 
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Now we have 
1 + 2Xit = 0 (4.5.3) 
1 - 2AiS + 入2 = 0 (4.5.4) 
-2Xiax + A2M + Aae = 0 (4.5.5) 
f = rr^ aa; + (4.5.6) 
s 二 R — 11 (4.5.7) 
x^e = l. (4.5.8) 
Denote a 二 /ZV—i/i; b 二 ^Fa'^e] c = e^a'^e. According to the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, we have ac > 
From (4.5.5)，we obtain 
X 二 + Xsa-'e). (4.5.9) 
2Ai 
From (4.5.3) and (4.5.4) we also have 
^ = = s + t (4.5.10) 
2Ai 2 X 苦 
Substitute (4.5.9) into (4.5.8), we have 
1 二 e、二 V + ^ e a - ^ e (4.5.11) 
zAi ZAI 
^ A = 1 一 ( … ( 4 . 5 . 1 2 ) 
2入1 c 
Then substituting (4.5.10) and (4.5.12) into (4.5.9), it follows that 
x = + t)a-V + 1 - ( … ) V i e . (4.5.13) 
c 
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Now substitute (4.5.13) into (4.5.6) and (4.5.7), we get 
h2 1 
= + + - (4.5.14) 
c c 
口 [ ( … ) a - 1 _ ( … ) \ (4.5.15) 
\ c 
From (4.5.15), we have 
s = + (4.5.16) 
c c 




^ c c 
Using (4.5.16) and (4.5.17), it follows from (4.5.14) that 
(t + 5)[(1 + a - -)(s + t) - + - - [i? - - - (a - -)(5 + t)]] 
^ 爪 c c c c 
+ + l (4.5.18) 
^ c c 
i.e. 
+ + -2{R--){s + t ) - - = 0 . ( 4 . 5 . 1 9 ) 
c c c 
For this quadratic equation, because a > — we know that 
A 二 — -f + -(l + a - -)] > 0, (4.5.20) 
c c c 
and so (4.5.19) must have a solution. In particular, the roots are 
+ 力)i 二 V ,, ( 4 . 5 . 2 1 ) 
1 + a - 7 
( 、 ( 丑 ， + 、 ( l + t 钟 “ ,2 2、 
(s + t)2 二 V … . 
1 + a - 7 
75 
Because 
s\ = - R 
< ^x^Gx + (x^ /i - Ry" 二 t 
we know that s + 1 > 0. Therefore, 
OR —盒）+ \ / [ ( 丑 — + + a — T ) ] 
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